
Power Transmission Products Capabilities

Drive systems that drive real results 
Every drive system in your operation affects your business. Whether it is downtime, noise levels,  
energy consumption or belt life, each component impacts output. That is why it is important that  
every drive system be designed for maximum efficiency, productivity and profitability.
 

The company that drives success
Continental ContiTech has a comprehensive line of power transmission belts backed by customized  
training and installation, superior customer service and simple, accurate tools. We provide everything  
your operation needs to drive the best results – from start to finish.
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Synchronous Belts
› SilentSync® 8M, 14M

› Falcon Pd® 8M, 14M

› Hawk Pd® 3M, 5M, 8M, 14M, 20M

› Positive Drive Pd® MXL, XL, L, H, XH, XXH

› Dual Hi-Performance Pd® 8M, 14M

› Dual Positive Drive Pd® XL, L, H

Traditional V-Belts
› Wedge TLP™ (Narrow) 3VT, 5VT, 8VT

› HY-T® Wedge (Narrow) 3VX, 3V, 5VX, 5V, 8VX, 8V

› HY-T® Plus (Classical) A, B, C, D, E

› Torque-Flex® (Classical) AX, BX, CX

› FHP (Fractional) 2L, 3L, 4L, 5L

› Metric XPZ, XPA/SPA, XPB/SPB, XPC/SPC

› Hex (Double V Classical) AA, BB, CC, CCP

Banded Belts
› HY-T® Torque Team® (Classical) BX, CX, D

› Torque Team Plus® (Narrow) 5VF, 8VF

› HY-T® Wedge Torque Team® (Narrow) 3VX, 3V, 5VX, 5V, 8V

› Poly-V® (Serpentine) H, J, K, L, M

Wide Variety of Polyurethane 
› Open End Pd®  Roll length

› Spliced Conveying applications

› Endless  Power transmission

› iSync Small size power transmission

› Special Backings  Paz, Par, Rough Top, Foam, Rubber
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Engineering that drives innovation
Through our research and development, we continually evolve our products  
to improve value. It is why we are considered industry leaders. And it 
is why our world-class innovations meet the increasing demands for improved  
drive efficiency and longer belt life, all while delivering uncompromised value.

Products that drive efficiency
Each drive system we provide is designed to maximize your power  
transmission dollar by reducing downtime and enhancing efficiency.  
Whether your operation demands traditional V-belts, banded belts or  
premium synchronous belts, our products are designed to work hard,  
smart and together in any environment.

Training that drives excellence
Whenever you need it, wherever you want it, customized training is available for  
your associates. From maintenance and installation clinics to in-depth training  
on analyzing failed systems, our distributors and sales representatives can 
give you the guidance needed to choose, install and maintain the power  
transmission products that are right for your applications.

Installation that drives uptime
From initial installation to routine maintenance checks, we offer the tools  
that make your job easier. Reliable, accurate and simple to use, they help  
keep your operation running efficiently and with less downtime – so you  
can be on your way to better productivity and profitability.

Customer service that drives satisfaction
Our distributors are corporately trained, and our professional application  
design engineers are available for consultation through your local  
representative. It is why our power transmission products have received  
an unparalleled quality rating from key OEMs.

Tools that drive capability 
With the latest advancements in installation and maintenance tools, we  
provide cutting-edge technology for simple, accurate drive system upkeep.   
From our Laser Alignment Tool to Light Optic TensionRite® Belt Frequency  
Meters to our exclusive MaximizerPro™ Drive Analysis Software, we provide  
all the right tools to maximize your drive system performance.
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